The metallic nanoparticle (NP) becomes a part of the top (left) and bottom (right) metallic FM layers connecting them together (transmission 1 s D  ). The charge current of the metallic point-contact with orifice cross section can be calculated according Eq. S1, which was derived in assumption that electron energy is equal to F E , while 
Sh
 . Thus, Eq. S3 is some kind of extension of Sharvin conduction limit and characterizes the quantum conduction of the quantum system which is located inside the contact area. The quantum physics of the system can be accounted through analytical or numerical view of the transmission. The conductance (Eq. S3) is different from ''classical ballistic'' one for the general case where 1 s D  , the definitions in terms of ''coherent'', ''direct'' or ''quantum-ballistic'' limits are more appropriated.
Furthermore, in order to analyze the solution in range of the complete expression (Eq. S1) in the limit of the nonmagnetic symmetric point-contact, all terms in Eq. S2 were simplified:
where / K l a  . In the limit when K  ( /0 al  ), the integral is vanishing in Eq. S4 and conductance transformed into Sharvin limit. . Figure S1b clearly reveals that our model shows good matching between Sharvin and Maxwell-Holm classical limits.
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
Considering the T-impact, it is noted that the ballistic conductance shows lack of dependence on T. As a result, the thermal heat occurs relatively far away from the contact area, i.e. on the distance larger than mean free path. However, Ohmic resistance (diffusive regime) depends on T since metal resistivity is sensitive to the temperature
